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Question: 79

An internal application currently grants 75 employees access to one of four roles: Admin, Author, User, and Manager.
A new analyst that joins the company requires all the Author role access but only some of the reporting capabilities
available to the Manager role.

How do you satisfy this security requirement?
A. Update the Author role to include the required analyst reports.
B. Create a new Analyst role with the required access.
C. Add the analyst to the Manager role.
D. Add the analyst to both the Author role and the Case Manager channel interface.

Answer: B

Question: 80

Which two statements about data objects are true? (Choose Two)
A. Data objects can reuse assets from an existing data object through inheritance.
B. A draft data object references a data type.
C. A data object created in App Studio creates a data type in Dev Studio.
D. Data objects are sourced from an external system of record.

Answer: A, C

Question: 81

Which two options can you configure for a mobile app channel? (Choose Two)
A. Define security behavior for a mobile app such as biometric identifiers.
B. Manage administrative functions such as access to log files.
C. Define the Ul behavior for each view in a case type when the case is displayed on a mobile device.
D. Design how Ul elements render across different mobile devices.

Answer: A, C

Question: 82

When applying for a credit limit increase, customers with standard credit cards must provide information in an
Employment Information process. Requests from customers with Platinum credit cards automatically skip this process.

What task do you perform to implement this requirement?
A. Add an Approve/Reject step to test the card type.
B. Add a card type true/false field to a user view.
C. Add a custom condition to start the process by testing the card type.
D. Add a validation condition to the card type for continued processing.

Answer: C



Question: 83

DRAG DROP

Select each scenario on the left and drag it to the corresponding attack method.

Answer: 

Question: 84

You need to localize correspondence into a language that is unavailable in the Pega language pack.

Which option satisfies the requirement?
A. Leverage translation services SOAP calls and enable records for translation.
B. Configure a field value record that contains the correspondence text.
C. Create the Translation rule manually and include the rule in the application ruleset.
D. Run the Localization wizard and add translations to Translation.html.

Answer: D

Question: 85

You are designing a form for an online bookstore to show new arrivals.

Which layout do you use to display the book cover pictures, as shown in the image?



A. Screen layout
B. Column layout
C. Repeating dynamic layout
D. Dynamic layout

Answer: C

Question: 86

To reduce scrolling on a view, you want to organize existing content so that details display when an option is selected
in a drop-down menu. There is no drop-down menu currently on the view.

Which two configurations achieve the business requirement? (Choose Two)
A. Configure a layout group to separate each option into individual panels and set the layout to a menu format.
B. Configure a disable condition (when rule) on each field to allow access when the associated option is selected on the
drop-down control.
C. Configure a repeating dynamic layout with an embedded section for each option and set the layout format to
grouped.
D. Configure a data relationship to select the option using the Drop-down list record selection.

Answer: A, D

Question: 87

How do you guide users through an application form without requiring user training?
A. Add the corresponding step to an appropriate stage.
B. Send a notification to the assigned user.
C. Add an instruction to the assignment.
D. Add an optional action to the case to explain the task.



Answer: C

Question: 88

In a claims application customers can file home insurance claims. Each claims contains a list of items of loss.
Depending on the situation, some claims… investigated for potential fraud in parallel to the actual claim process.

Which two case types do you create to support this scenario? (Choose two.)
A. Items of loss
B. Customer
C. Claim
D. Fraud Investigation

Answer: A, D

Question: 89

Which two statements are true about styling controls in App Studio? (Choose two)
A. Developers can configure a Date Time control to display as a text input field, drop-down list, or calendar control.
B. Developers can configure a text input control to change the background when users click the control.
C. Developers can configure a button control to hide when users click the control.
D. Developers create a new style format to apply styling to an out-of-the-box button control.

Answer: A, B

Question: 90

What is the relationship between pyWorkPage and case data?
A. pyWorkPage contains only the data entered by users while creating and processing a case.
B. pyWorkPage contains all the data pages accessed while creating and processing a case.
C. pyWorkPage contains only the data generated by the system while creating and processing a case.
D. pyWorkPage contains all the case data generated while creating and processing a case.

Answer: D
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